This was the third in a series of cultural festivals and academic seminars in South Sulawesi named after the great cycle of stories known as La Galigo. Overall management of event arose from cooperation between the kabupaten government in Soppeng and Universitas Hasanuddin in Makassar, with the academic program arranged by the Departemen Sastra Daerah, Fakultas Ilmu Budaya of the university.
The irst of these events at Barru in 2002 celebrated the fact that Colli'pujié, the great expert in La Galigo literature and informant of B.F. Matthes in the nineteenth century, had been a local ruler near Barru (Macknight 2003) . The second at Masamba in 2003 marked the importance of Luwu in the stories and was held in at a time of some tension between traditional ideas and resurgent Islamist values (Robinson 2011) . This latest event, coming after a substantial delay, marked growing interest in local cultural matters and relected the role of Soppeng as one of the central Bugis states in the past and today a thriving kabupaten.
Each of these events was made possible by the devolution of power and money to the kabupaten level over the last twenty years. Held outside the major city of Makassar, their dual nature combines several interests. On the one hand, they bring visitors from elsewhere in South Sulawesi and the nation, as well as some international scholars, to a local audience, reinforcing a sense of local signiicance, while on the other hand, they display the local cultural riches to that wider audience, as well as to the locals themselves. Soppeng was in a festive mode for the week and the bupati, H. A. Kaswadi Razak, provided strong leadership and expansive hospitality.
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Festival Budaya dan Seminar Internasional La Galigo III, 17 to 23 December 2018, Watansoppeng, Sulawesi
Selatan, Indonesia
The program began with a parade of local groups and others from neighbouring areas, all in splendid costumes, passing a reviewing stand in front of the main mosque. This led on to an elaborate ceremony of welcome in the park at Ompo, on the fringe of the town. A great crowd had assembled and, after the usual speeches, the display area in front of the oficial dais was taken over by massed dancers and, after them, by an orchestra of local children playing traditional instruments. Booths from each sub-district provided a range of refreshments. Each evening over the following week, a program of cultural events was presented in the central town square. All kinds of traditional and contemporary music and dance were featured, including several dramatic presentations of the La Galigo stories which showed the inluence of the famous opera production shown around the world in recent years (Pelras 2005) .
The quality and variety of these presentations bore witness to the cultural vigour of contemporary Bugis society, especially among young people who participated with obvious enjoyment in traditional cultural forms, as well as appreciating modern musical items. A notable instance of local pride is the use of the Bugis lontara' script to write both Bugis and Indonesian; this is much more widespread in signs than it once was. It also now commonly appears on clothing and other fabrics. While some expressions of this enthusiasm for tradition can seem a little artiicial, and challenges from conservative Islam have not wholly gone away, there can be no mistaking the new assertion of Bugis identity which acknowledges, among other things, the memory of the former kingdoms, together with the signiicance of their symbolic regalia, and a role for the bissu or shamans. The name of La Galigo has come to connote much of this identity.
The seminar element in the event was held over two days in the large meeting hall beside the town square. An audience consistently numbering several hundred showed the interest, or at least curiosity, of local people in their heritage. While contributions from scholars associated with Universitas Hasanuddin were prominent, a meeting such as this provides space for interaction with those from other institutions. Outside the hall, a wide range of recent books of interest was for sale and a display of local keris, badik and other knives and weapons demonstrated an important aspect of traditional material culture.
Our knowledge of the La Galigo literature has been transformed in recent years by the availability of major publications. Most obviously, Yayasan Obor has published transcriptions and Indonesian translations of three of the twelve parts of the famous NBG 188 manuscript in Leiden which was Colli'pujié's attempt to provide Matthes with a copy of the "whole" tradition (Salim and others 2017) . Moreover, all twelve parts of the manuscript itself, inscribed by UNESCO on the Memory of the World register, have been digitised by the Leiden University library and are available for free download. Signiicant digitised material is also freely available from the Staatsbibliothek's Schoemann collection in Berlin. Other lengthy transcriptions and translations can be found in the published theses of the late Fachruddin Ambo Enre (Ritumpanna Wélenrénngé 1999), Nurhayati Rahman (Cinta, Laut dan Kekuasan 2006) and Andi Muhammad Akhmar (Islamisasi Bugis 2018) . The extensive microilming Proyek Pelestarian Naskah has provided access to a vast range of manuscripts in Sulawesi itself (Mukhlis and others 2003). Not least among these new resources is the volume deriving from the Barru seminar, which contains papers on many aspects of La Galigo (Rahman 2003) .
Two challenges lie ahead for those concerned with La Galigo studies. The irst is to compare various versions of particular episodes with a view to making literary judgements. Is it possible to distinguish between the works of individual composers from the past and identify those of especial merit? Now that so much preliminary philological spade work has been done, can we present and analyse texts which deserve to be read -in translation of course -by those who have no other interest in Bugis history and literature?
The second challenge is to promote a mature understanding of La Galigo as one of the outstanding cultural achievements of Indonesia, alongside the conventional high points from Java and Bali. How can one build on the enthusiasm for La Galigo which is evident on the internet, often with a very poor understanding of the actual cycle itself? The task is to "sell" an accurate account of La Galigo both within Indonesia itself and wherever Indonesian studies are pursued.
While some aspects of this event in Soppeng repeated the formula from the earlier events and not all papers at the seminar took advantage of the new scholarship, developments over the last two decades make it now possible to address these two challenges. The following papers were offered at the seminar. It is hoped to publish a volume based on these later in 2019. 
